Key Words:
Proportion

The size of an object relative to another
object.

Running Stitch

Figure

The human body.

Back Stitch

Subject: Art
Year: 8
Term: 2
Topic: Superheroes

Logo
Embroidery

A simplified image that

Symetrical

Lesson
Topic: Sequence
1.Pupils begin designing their
Superhero with exaggerated
proportions.
2.Add colour to exaggerated
proportions template.
3.Transfer design onto fabric
with Fabric pens.
4. Begin stitching into design
to give added details.
5. Begin sewing together
front and back pieces of
fabric.
6. Continue to sew together
fabric pieces. Begin addin
details to the back.
Ext – Create a packaging back
board for your Superhero

Skills covered in this term:

The Running Stitch, also referred to as Straight Stitch, is one of the basic
hand sewing and embroidery technique on which most other forms of
stitching and embroidery are based. The procedure for working the stitch
involves inserting the needle into a fabric and taking it out at small
intervals.
Back stitch is a stitch used in embroidery and sewing stitches. Stitches are
sewn backwards to the direction of the sewing.
Made by mixing a primary colour with a secondary colour

Stitching that is visible and
embellishes fabric



When drawing the human figure an artist would use the figures head to measure the correct proportion of the
body. How many heads fit into the figure refers to how many heads fit into the height of the figure.



In a male human figure (if the figure is drawn realistically and not in a more exaggerated cartoon style), generally
the figure is 7.5 heads tall and 3 heads wide.



The Female human figure (Again if drawn realistically) is 7 heads tall and 2 heads wide generally 0.5 of a head for
the width of each shoulder.



Superhero logos reflect the name of the hero - The logo acts as a pictorial aid so that the viewer can quickly
recognise the Superhero. For example a simplified Bat silhouette for Batman and a simplified spider for Spider Man.
These logos often represent the powers of the Superhero.

Diagrams

Male figure proportion diagram

Key Assessments
EA2: Drawing the figure in
proportion

Back Stitch

